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2019-2020 School Year 
 
Dear School Principal/Administrator: 
 
REGARDING FIRES: 
 

The Pikes Peak region continues to experience varying magnitudes of fire incidents originated by or involving 
youth.  In 2018, 66 youth were referred to Colorado Springs Fire Department’s (CSFD) FireFactor intervention 
program.  CSFD’s data shows that one-quarter of youth-set fires occurred on school district property. This letter 
acts as a reminder that the adopted International Fire Code (IFC) mandates that every unwanted fire incident 
shall be reported to the fire department. Regardless of magnitude or the age(s) (minor or adult) of the 
person/people involved, reporting fire-related incidents is state law and the responsibility of 
principals/administrators. 
 

In every situation and under all circumstances, mandatory fire reporting is the law! 
 
You are highly encouraged to study all of the information contained within CSFD’s Fire & Life Safety Toolkit, 
especially the reporting requirements. If ever in doubt of whether to report a fire or not call 719.385.7376 or 
send an email to firefactor@springsgov.com and ask. Worth noting is, even a “cold” fire (evidence of a fire that 
was extinguished or went out on its own) must be reported. 
 
We developed a fire incident reporting process that is well-defined and concise. This process, as well as how to 
refer a student to the fire intervention program, is contained within our Fire & Life Safety Toolkit. (An electronic 
version of the toolkit is available via coloradosprings.gov/schoollink. Additional paper copies may be requested in 
an email sent to firefactor@springsgov.com.) The toolkit will also assist in your awareness of fire-related laws and 
what resources are available to prevent youth caused fires.  
 
REGARDING RECURRING VIOLATIONS: 
 

Some common fire code violations in 2018-2019 were: nonfunctioning emergency lights (emergency lights must 
be tested monthly); not maintaining a minimum clearance of three feet to all fire protection equipment (i.e. 
manual pull stations, fire extinguishers, and sprinkler risers); and locking hardware on de-escalation or timeout 
rooms.  
 
CSFD’s Community Education and Outreach (CEO) personnel are your fire and life safety resources.  Lean on them 
when needing additional information or answers to questions. They are also available to schedule presentations 
for students and staff. CEO’s contact information is firefactor@springsgov.com and 719.385.7376. 
 
Respectfully, 

 
Brett T. Lacey, Fire Marshal 
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